
Terms and Conditions for “Get A Lann Sar Friday’s Prize with Myanmar New Year” Lucky Draw 
Promotion 

1. Any Myanmar citizen in Myanmar, using MPT registered SIM card can participate in this “Get A Lann Sar 
Friday’s Prize with Myanmar New Year” Lucky Draw Promotion (“Promotion”), except MPT employees.  

 

2. Participants of the Promotion shall do “Like & Follow” to the MPT official Facebook page. 

 

3. Facebook accounts of the participants shall be with authentic profiles and photos.  

 

4. Promotion period shall be from 17 March 2023 to 7 April 2023 (“Promotion Period”). Promotion days will be 
on 17, 24, and 31 March of and 7 April of 2023. 

 

5. MPT will choose the total 10 winners of the Promotion at random among the participants’ screenshots 
submitted during the Promotion Period, and the winners will be rewarded by “realme 10” handsets (each 
“Prize”) by weekly basic. 

 

6. To participate in the Promotion, the participants can purchase at least the price of 979Ks and above of any 
Data Carry Plus and Data Carry Plus Auto Renewal packages within 24 hours on every Friday during the 
Promotion Period unlimitedly. 

 

7. Participants shall purchase any of the Data Carry Plus packages as mentioned above and take screenshot of 
its confirmation SMS sent by MPT or Application notification of the purchased package. And then it shall 
make comment with that screenshot under the “Get A Lann Sar Friday’s Prize with Myanmar New Year” 
Facebook post. Participants may make comment with the screenshot by covering up the last 3 digits of their 
phone numbers for their privacy. 

 
8. Participants shall make comment with only the screenshots. Comments with other irrelevant wordings shall 

be disqualified. 

 

9. Participating screenshots shall be with their own personal ones and not be obscure; screenshots with 
inappropriate images, and images copied from the others or the internet are not qualified for the Promotion.  

 

10. MPT will screen and choose the winners among the qualified participants at random. And MPT’s decision in 
relation to winner selection of the Promotion shall be deemed final and conclusive under any circumstance. 

 

11. MPT will announce the weekly winners of the Prize on MPT Official Facebook, MPT Myanmar Viber 
Community and MPT Telegram Channel on every Thursday after the relevant Promotion day.  

 

12. The winners will be notified via Facebook messenger and the winners shall confirm, within 24 hours after 
notification, with the requirements as stipulated by MPT. 

 

13. The winners shall be the MPT registered SIM users and shall contact MPT through such MPT SIM card 
numbers for the Prize. 



 

14. The winners shall come and take the Prize by themselves at MPT offices notified and confirmed by MPT. If 
the winner cannot get the Prize by itself, it shall inform in advance the information, original NRC card and 
photo of its representative through MPT official Facebook page messenger with 5 days prior notice before 
taking the Prize. 

 

15. The winners shall agree that he/she will participate any event to be conducted by MPT after receiving the 
Prize, and allow MPT to take photos of the winners and to use his/her photos for “Get A Lann Sar Friday’s 
Prize with Myanmar New Year” Lucky Draw Promotion as MPT thinks fit. 

 

16. In the event of any dispute regarding the Promotion, MPT's decision shall prevail and final. 

 

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 
 
 
 
 


